Does Collection Manager update WorldCat holdings for all customized knowledge base collections?
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To help understand which customised collections are kept updated by WorldCat and which are not.

**Applies to**

- WorldShare Collection Manager

**Answer**

Depending on what type of customized collection is being referred to.

- Global collections are customized, so if you have selected titles within a customized collection, your holdings & titles will be updated. For example, if a title is superseded by a later imprint, this will be updated in your collection.
- However if you have created your own custom Knowledge base collection, from a set of titles yourself, this will not be updated.
- Local collections are maintained locally - Therefore if a title is superseded, it will be up to the library to locate the later imprint to replace the superseded one.

**Additional information**

[Customizable Collections](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/Does_Collection_Manager_update_WorldCat_holdings_for_all_customized_knowledge_base_collections)
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